WEIGHT CONTROL

How to take Extrim Shape
and what to expect.

Regenerate
your cells.
Reclaim
your shape.

It’s easy to incorporate Extrim Shape into your day.
Take one tablet before each of your two heaviest
meals daily.
Drink plenty of water.
Move your body throughout the day–whether
it’s riding your bike, going for a long walk, or
dancing like nobody’s watching.
Extrim Shape optimizes your cellular health by priming
your body to block, boost, and burn stubborn fat for
easier weight management.

Optimize your cells today.
Keep weight off tomorrow.
While there are no shortcuts to long-term weight loss,
90 days of Extrim Shape can take you to your ideal shape.
A safe and powerful formula, Extrim Shape gives you the
ability to take the reins of your weight loss journey, starting
right now.
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Questions?
Use your phone
camera to
message us.

A cellular approach to
controlling weight.

It’s not you.
It’s your cells.
As the years add up, weight can too. And a higher body
mass index may lead to health complications down the road,
such as heart disease, diabetes, and strokes–to name a few.
As you age, cells slowly deteriorate and become less
effective. In order to target the root causes of weight gain,
it’s essential to repair and regenerate
those cells.
That’s why we created Extrim
Shape–a cellular approach
to weight control. You may
have tried numerous products
before but none of their claims
panned out. That’s because
achieving your ideal shape
depends on the health of your
cells, not just the ingredients
in the bottle.

Three powerful blends.
One transformative formula.
A revolutionary method that allows you to control your
shape by activating cellular regeneration, Extrim Shape
is developed with a proprietary blend of egg bioactive
growth factors and natural ingredients.
These ingredients help recharge cells, prepping them for
peak performance as you age–that means they’re ready for
those critical weight loss functions: blocking sugars and
carbs, boosting the metabolism and energy levels, and
burning excess fat.
Extrim Shape accomplishes this without drastic diets or
regimen changes. How? By targeting a metabolism that’s
slowed down due to cellular aging.

Block
White Kidney Bean Extract helps prevent sugars and
carbohydrates from turning into fat and also curbs hunger.
Chitosan supports the digestive tract, causing fat to bind to
it before its absorbed, while Gymnema Sylvestre regulates
normal blood sugar and insulin levels, eliminating sugar
cravings, and aiding weight loss.

Boost

Acacia Gum and Cascara Sagrada work together to
improve colon health by naturally increasing metabolism
and energy levels.

Burn
Yerba Mate, Garcinia Cambogia, and Green Tea helps melt
fat away and detox the body.

Don’t let a number define
your shape.
Extrim Shape lets you take control of your weight by
targeting the foundation of your health–your cells.
You’ll feel less bloated, experience more energy, and gain
more confidence. The best part? You can experience all of
these benefits without changing your lifestyle. And that’s
just the start.

Block, boost,
and burn
into Extrim
Shape.

If your cells are deteriorated, they will not have the ability
to absorb any nutrients. When you fix the cell, you fix the
weight and cellular regeneration is the key to long-term
weight loss.

Dr. Samina Ahmad
M.D., HHC, ALC AP & AFNC
LifePharm Scientific Advisory Board Member

Extrim Shape comes with even more benefits:
Optimizes cellular regeneration to help prime your
body for weight control.*
Blocks absorption of carbs that turns into fat.*
Traps fat in the digestive tract before it’s absorbed
making it easier to keep the excess weight away.*
Boosts metabolism to support fat burning.*
Suppresses appetite and curbs cravings.*
Encourages colon cleansing and detoxing.*
*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

